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The family of statistics based on mth-order gaps from a uniform sample, obtained by
summing a suitably regular function of each gap, is investigated. Hoist (1979) has established
asymptotic normality together with explicit expressions for the mean and variance. This is
extended to samples from distributions whose perturbations from uniformity HhrinV as
sample size grows. From these results, Pitman asymptotic relative efficiencies can be
calculated, and it is shown that the sum of squares of gaps is an optimal statistic. The
properties of this statistic are presented, together with a comparison to the already well
treated sum of log gaps. It is shown that the two become indistinguishable as m, the order
of the gaps, grows.

Some key words: Aaymptotio normality; Clustering; Gaps; Pitman asymptotio relative efficiency;
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1. INTRODUCTION

Earlier work on the use of gaps or spacings to test for uniformity of a sample has been in
terms of what we call first-order gaps, i.e. differences between successive order statistics.
Articles by Darling (1953), Weiss (1956, 1957), Pyke (1965, 1972) and Sethuraman & Rao
(1969) contain most of the relevant results.

More recently, Cressie (1976) denned the notion of mth-order gaps. Let U{1),..., £7W) be the
order statistics generated by a sample of size N from a distribution on [0,1], determined by
the density/. Define the sequence of mth-order gaps as

m), (1-1)

where U{0) = 0, and U(N+1) = 1. Suppose that we wish to test the hypothesis E:f(x) = 1
(0<x< 1), against the alternative hypothesis A:f(x) =/x(x) (O^x^ l ) , where f-^x) will in
general depend on parameters which, for the moment, remain unspecified. The test statistics
under consideration in this paper are

N+l-m
# # " = 2 h{NG(™>) (m^N+1), (1-2)

n-0

for those h(.) satisfying certain regularity conditions. Cressie (1976) concentrated on
h(x) = log (x), whose finite sample power properties were presented in a further paper
(Cressie, 1978). The test statistic was found to be superior to five other test statistics, includ-
ing -ifjj"' = min{(?£"'; O^n^N+1 — m} which was studied in detail by Cressie (1977).

The statistic denned by (1-2) is the sum of dependent terms, where most of the dependence
comes from the overlap of successive gaps, 6?<,m),(?j,'!J.)1,.... A disjoint version of (1*2) is
considered by del Pino (1975):

™ = %h(NGW) (m^N + 1), (1-3)
i-0
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620 N O E L CRESSIE

where kN = [{N + l)/m] - 1; here [x] is the largest integer not exceeding x. This reference to
del Pino is to an abstract of an as yet unpublished Technical Report from the Department
of Statistics, University of Wisconsin. For h(.) satisfying certain regularity conditions, he
proves asymptotic normality of D^ under local alternatives, derives means and variances,
and hence computes Pitman asymptotic relative efficiencies. Intuitively, we might expect the
disjoint version to do worse, since it only detects nonuniformities within disjoint groups of
(m + 1) points but may fail to detect a cluster say, which starts half-way into one group and
finishes half-way into the next.

Although Cressie (1976) proved asymptotic normality of (1-2) for general h, he was unable
to calculate its mean and variance. This important gap was filled by Hoist (1979), who under
the null hypothesis of uniformity gave explicit expressions for the mean and variance of Hffi'1.
In § 2 we use these results to derive the asymptotic mean and variance of H^ under local
alternatives. A comparison will then be made between H^ and D^ via Pitman asymptotic
relative efficiencies, and H^ will be shown to be always superior, in keeping with our
intuition. The work of del Pino (1975) shows the choice of h(y) = y2 in (1-3) to be optimal in
terms of Pitman asymptotic relative efficiencies. We might conjecture the same to be true
for the more powerful H1^ given by (1*2); §3 demonstrates the optimality of

AM-l-m
##"= 2 (NG™)* (m^N+l). (1-4)

n-0

Section 4 concentrates on the properties of S^, deriving as a corollary to Hoist's (1979)
result its distribution under uniform and nonuniform distributions. I t is compared to

N+l-m
L<m)= S l o g ^ G ^ ) (m^N + 1), (1-5)

n-0

discussed by Cressie (1976), and found to be virtually identical in performance as m increases.
When m = m(N) = o(N1/a), the distribution of S^ is shown to be asymptotically normal.

2. GAP STATISTIC DISTRIBUTION UNDER LOCAL ALTERNATIVES

We first state the result given by Hoist (1979) for the statistic H^ of (1-2), under the null
hypothesis of uniformity. Let XQ,Xlt...,XN be independent and identically distributed
random variables with an exponential distribution of unit mean. Then define

n n + m _ 1 (n = 0,l N+l-m); (2-1)
has density

1ir(m) (y>0). (2-2)

I t is well known that in distribution G*,"1' = 7{l
m)/^oAr+1>> an(^ so it is not surprising that

results on Hty* involve conditions on

THEOREM 2-1 (Hoist). Let U(1),..., U(N) be the order statistics resulting from a sample of size
N from the uniform distribution on [0,1]. Use (1*1) to define the mth-order gaps GJj"'. Then
provided that 0< var{A(F£"))}<oo, as N-+co,

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with zero mean and variance Am —
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An optimal statistic based on higher order gaps 621

where
m-l

{ h Y ^ i % (2-3)

L fc-i

Proof. Hoist actually proved his result for the version of 27$*' on the circle; from Cressie
(1976), we see that asymptotically there is no difference between the two.

We prove an analogous result under a sequence of local alternatives. Suppose that fx{x)
(0<a;<l) is a bounded positive step function; let Ilt...,IB be H subintervals such that
h = [°.zJ. h = [zi.ZJ. •••. IH = IZH-I> 1]» and suppose that on 4 A(x) = o4. Define

/*(*) = l + t f i M - l } / ^ 1 ' 4 (<K*£l), (2-4)

i.e. we let the density shrink towards the uniform density as N-> oo. Let N{ denote the number
of the U(1),..., UlN) which fall in the interval J^, and let iU{1)^...^iUiN(y, be the ordered
values in 2j. Also write 4?7(0) = zJ_1, and tU^^.^ = z{. Define

Suppose that XJ{1),..., U(N) are the order statistics of a sample of size N from the distribution
with density (2-4), and that 0< var{A(F£m))}<oo. Then asymptotically,

i-l n-0

see Cressie (1976). The rescaling iC{,m)/(z< — zi-i) gives the mth-order gaps a distribution as if
one were sampling Nt points from a uniform distribution on [0,1]. Define

Then we should consider

where i?(Jtf = N(z{ — zt_-^ N^1 — 1. Now by Taylor expansion, the term in A is

with a remainder which is op(N~t), provided that h has two continuous derivatives. The
quantity Fl$ = <#Jl

m>(zi-z<-i)~1^i is to be treated in the same way as G™ N{ when sampling
from a uniform distribution on [0, 1], with sample size Nt.

Consider then

i-l n-0 •'i-l n-0

By Theorem 2-1, an asymptotic equivalent of the first statistic has mean, conditional on the
Nt, equal to

jt jt = 0.
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622 N O E L CRESSIE

Similarly, the conditional mean of an asymptotic equivalent of the second statistic is

\ £(#/#,)-* i^tfjvm =

and hence the unconditional mean is

where
(* CO

m o o Jfl m+% m+1 m

after integration by parte. Note that H,(ai—l)2(zi — zi_1) can be written as j[f^x) — 1}*dx,
where the integration is from 0 to 1.

Similarly, by using Theorem 2-1 conditionally on the .A '̂s, and then unconditioning, we see,
provided that 0< var{y<m)A'(7<m))}<oo, 0<var{(y£n))1A"(yo

m')}<oo, that the variances of
both the first and second statistic tend to zero as N-*-co. Hence each converges in probability
to ite mean, which is respectively 0 and J {fx(x) - I}8 dx vm. Thus we have proved the following
theorem.

THEOEEM 2-2. Let U{1),..., U{N) be the order statistics for a sample of size N from the dis-
tribution with density fN given by (2-4), where fx is a bounded nonzero step function with a finite
number of discontinuities. Use (1-1) to define the mth-order gaps 0^, and (2-1) for the definition
of Yl

o
m). Provided h has two continuous derivatives and that 0<var{(Yi

0
m))%h'(Y#n))}<ao,

0 < var {(y£»> h'{ y«m))} < oo, 0 < var {A( yo
m))} < oo, then as N -> oo, #-*{##*> - (N + 2 - m)

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean and variance

^ J { } , Am-&m,
given in (2-3) and (2-5).

Under less stringent conditions than we have posed, del Pino (1975) proved that, as
— (kN +1) [*,„} converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean

and variance A'm-B'*, where A'm = var{A(r«m>)} and B'm = coy{h{Y^m)), Y^/mK Define
em = v*x/(Am-Bll), and e'm = m^v^KA^-B1*). Then the Pitman asymptotic relative
efficiency of H^ with respect to D™ is (mA'm-mB'*t)j{Am-£*,); see Fraser (1957, p. 108).
Guided by a similar experience with the log statistic L^ of (1-5) (Cressie, 1976, 1978), we
now prove that the above quantity is at least 1.

THEOREM 2-3. The Pitman asymptotic efficiency of H^ relative to D^, which is eje^, is
such that eje'm^l.

Proof. Now An-B^ is the asymptotic variance of the statistic N-i'Lh(NQlJl)). Also,
mA'm-vtB2 is the asymptotic variance of the statistic, N-*I,mh(NGg£), where here the
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An optimal statistic based on higher order gaps 623

summation is from » = 0 to t = kN. Suppose that we define

Then the latter statistic is just N-iZhiNQ™*). Consider now

var

which equals asymptotically

But it is easily seen that the covariance term is equal to var{N~i'Z7i{NGl
1l

n))}, which
asymptotically is equal to Am — 5J,. Hence

In conclusion then, this section has shown that provided that A is sufficiently regular,
is always a better statistic to choose than its disjoint version -Djy1'; see § 4 where some

Pitman relative efficiencies are calculated for m = 1,2,3,4, and large m. Del Pino (1975)
showed that among all choices of A in D^, the "best' ohoice is h(y) = y2; we have now
shown that it is possible to do better than his best by choosing A(y) = y% in Hty*. Naturally,
one might wonder if this is the best choice among all A in H<,m).

3. OPTTMAT/rrv OF THE SUM OF SQTTABKD GAPS

The problem to be solved is to find the function A which maximizes em, that is, to find the
A which maximizes v^ll(Am — B*l). In this section we follow closely the approach of del Pino
(1975), who developed the method of Sethuraman & Rao (1969) to his more general case
of D'^\ m>\.

Suppose that we can write

Jo Jo

and let P be the operator defined by

(.)= \\y)K{.,y)dy,
Jo

where b is in the space containing those functions satisfying the conditions placed on A in
Theorem 2-2, with the semiinner product defined by

M > = f" [m
Jo Jo

K{x,y)b(x)a(y)dxdy.

Let b = A, g = fn(m+l)(gm+t — 2gm+1+gm). Therefore we wish to find the function A which
maximizes <A, fir*>s/<A, A>, where we assume that there exists a g* in the domain of P such
that Pg* = g. Thus the solution to the maximization problem is A = kQg*. We have therefore
reduced the problem to solving for A in

\h(y)K(x,y)dy =

What is needed now is a way of finding K(x, y).
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624 NOEL CRESSIE

Del Pino (1976) was concerned with the maximization of tPJ(A'm—B%) over h. Suppose
that we write A'm = $\h{x)M%j)J(x,y)dxdy, where we interpret J(x,y) as a generalized
fanction, thus allowing the Dirac delta function as a oomponent of J. Then

A'm-B£= f" \\x)h{y){J{x,y)-m-^gm{x){x-rn)gm(y){y-m)}dxdy,
Jo Jo

and del Pino showed that h(y) = y% + k1y + ki, for any k^, Jfcg, solves

% ) {J(x, y) - m-1 gjx) (x - m) gjy) [y - m)} dy = g(x),
Jo

i.e.

\(yi + h1y+k2)J{x,y)dy = g(x) + {2m(m+l) + k1m}{gm+1(x)-gm{x)}.
Jo

We want to show that there exist constants &3> 0, fc4 and i6 such that h{y) = k3y
i

solves jh(y)K(x,y)dy = g(x).
Consider some of the components of K(x, y). Now

= jjh(x)h(y)Kk(x,y)dxdy,oov

where

the limits in the latter integral being from 0 to min (x, y). For h(y) = 1, h(y) = y and h(y) = y*,
J h(y) Kk(x, y) dy is respectively equal to

0, (m-k){gm+x{x)-gjx)}
and

Thus, J h(y) 2 E Kk(x, y) dy is respectively equal to

0, m(m-l){gm+1(x)-gm(x)}, $(m-l)g

Also

oov{A(r<'«))) YW = J jh(x)(U-m)gkim_kJt(x,u)dudx,

and hence

where X(x) = m{gm+1(x)-gm(x)}. For A(y) = 1, % ) = y and % ) = ys, jh(y)L(x)L(y)dxdy
is respectively equal to 0, m ^ + ^ x ) - gjx)} and 2m2(m+l){srm+1(x)-^m(x)}. But

= jjh(x)h(y)L(x)L(y)dxdy,

K(x, y) = J(x, y) + 2^Kk{x, y) - L(x) L[y).
k-l

Hence choosing h(y) =ya + k1y + ka leads to

jh<s,)K(x,y)dy =
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An optimal statistic based on higher order gaps 625

independent of fcj and k2. We have thus found a solution to Ph = g, although the most
general solution adds to this all functions in the null space of P. In summary then, we have
proved the following result.

THEOREM 3-1. Of those h satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2-2, h(y) = y% maximizes

Therefore the best h in 3^, in terms of Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency, is
£#•> = 2 (NO1™*)*. This is exactly the result obtained by del Pino (1975) for the best h in DfrK

4. PROPERTIES OF THE SUM OF GAPS SQUARED

The previous section has shown the statistic Sty'1 defined by (1-4) to be optimal in terms of
Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency. It is worthwhile then to derive some statistical
properties of SffiK

THEOREM 4-1. Under 3:f = 1, and as N^-co,

N-*{8%» ~{N + 2-m) m(m + 1)},

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean zero, and variance

Proof. We have only to evaluate /i^,, Am, Bm of (2-3), for h(y) = yt, and to apply
Theorem 2-1.

THEOREM 4-2. Under A:f = flt where fxis a bounded positive step function with only a finite
number of discontinuities, and as N->co,

N~ifs)p>-(N + 2-m)m(m + l) fVi^)}"1 dx\

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with zero mean and variance

\ \1{f1(x)}-*dx\{2m(m+l){2m+l)l3 + m*(m + l)t}- L(m + 1) ['{/ifc)}"1^]*-

Proof. The method of proof is identical to that given by Cressie (1976, Theorem 5-1); there
the statistic L^ of (1-5) was treated.

COROLLARY 4-1 (Weiss, 1957). When m = 1 in Theorem 4-2, and as N->co,

#> - ( # + 1)2

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with zero mean and variance

35
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626 N O E L CRESSIE

In order to obtain a more powerful test of uniformity, Quesenberry & Miller (1977) intro-
duced the statistic,

Q= W
n-0 n-0

Now Sffi = Na S (CJj11 + C^jx)2 which, upon squaring, is asymptotically identical to 2N*Q.

COBOLLAKY 4-2. Under H:f = 1, and as N-+<x>, the statistic

converges in distribution to a normal random variable with mean zero and variance 5.

Proof. Put m = 2 in Theorem 4-1.

COBOLLABY 4-3. Under the sequence of alternatives given by fN(x) of (2-4), and as N-*-co,

N-*{8fr> -(N + 2-m) m(m +1)}

is asymptotically normally distributed with mean j{f1(x) — l}>dxm(m+l), and variance

Proof. This can be treated either as a corollary to Theorem 4-2, obtained by replacing
fi(x) withfN(x), or as a corollary to Theorem 2-2, obtained by putting h(y) = y*.

Since S^ is the optimal statistic, it is interesting to compare it with another statistic
which has received a good deal of attention, namely the log statistic L^K The Pitman
asymptotic relative efficiency of $jy° relative to 2/jy1' is

{m) ~ fw(m+l)(2m+l) l/{4ra(m)}>

where T*(WI) = (2ma-2w + l){rr i /6-1/1»-1/2*. . . - l / (m-l)»}-2m + l (Cressie, 1976). Then
.4(1) = 2-56, A(2) = 1-62, A(3) = 1-39, .4(4) = 1-27 Cressie (1976) has shown that as m
increases, 1/{4TS(TO)} ~\m. Therefore as m increases, A(m)~l, and so for large m, there is
little to choose between the two statistics 8^ and Z<$".

Let us also compare S^ to its disjoint version via the Pitman asymptotic relative efficiency
B(m), as well as Ljj?0 to the disjoint version of S^ via the Pitman asymptotic relative
efficiency C{m). Now,

and hence B{\) = 1 as expected, B{2) = 1-20, B(3) = 1-29, 5(4) = 1-33 B(m)~3/2,
m large. Thus S^ is clearly superior. Also,

C(m)
4r a(m)i(m+l) '

and hence C(l) = 0-39, C(2) = 0-74, C(3) = 0-93, (7(4) = 1-05, ...,C{m)~3/2, m large. In
other words, for m> 3, Lffl is better than any of the disjoint statistics DffiK

Finally, we ask for the asymptotic behaviour of $$*', when m = m(N), following closely
the reasoning of Cressie (1976); henceforth m->-oo as N-*co, at the rate m = o(N113). Write
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An optimal statistic based on higher order gaps 627

. by the strong law of large numbers Z<,m)-»-0 almost surely as N-+co.
Therefore

£#*> = Sm8(l+2W) !(1+Z™)-8 ,

which, in a similar manner to §4 of Cressie (1976), can be shown to have leading term,
"Lm^Z^f. I t is sufficient therefore to study the asymptotic distribution of S^17")8. The
functions h(y) = logy and h(y) = y% define, via (1*2), statistics H{^ which behave similarly
for large m. This is essentially because for such h, h(ay) can be written as bh(y) + c, and
because a Taylor expansion of h about y ~ 1 is locally quadratic. Another suitable function is
^(y) = y log*/, although h(y) = cos (1 — y) would not be suitable. The ZZ'J*' statistic needs to be
modified to 2 tyNG^/m) to handle locally quadratic functions like the cosine.

THEOREM 4-3 (Cressie, 1976). Suppose that X^X^... is a sequence of independent and
identically distributed unit mean exponential random variables. Define

Then,

converges in distribution to a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance, as
and m->oo at the rate m = o(Nin).

COBOLLABY 4-4. Under H:fr=\,the statistic

{3/(4m8 JV)}*{/Sjy»» -(N + 2-m) m{m +1)}

converges in distribution to a normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance, as N -> oo,
and m->co at the rate m = o(iV1/8).
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Note added in proof. The work by G. E. del Pino referred to in the text via an abstract has now been
published: Ann Statist. 7 (1979). 1058-65.
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